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Introduction

1       This Originating Summons (“OS”) involves the interpretation of Clause 4.2 (“Clause 4.2”) of a
Letter of Engagement dated 14 June 2013 (“the Letter of Engagement”) read with an Addendum
dated 1 April 2017 (“the Addendum”) (collectively “the Agreement”). Clause 4.2 relates to the
payment of fees by the defendant to the plaintiff.

2       Under the Agreement, the defendant engaged the plaintiff to perform services related to the
sale of assets held by certain companies in which the defendant was a ⅓ shareholder. Pursuant to
Clause 3 of the Letter of Engagement, the plaintiff’s term of appointment ended on 30 September
2017. However, Clause 3.2 also states that Clause 4 of the Letter of Engagement would survive for a
period of 2 years from the date of expiry of the Letter of Engagement (the “tail period”). In other
words, the tail period would end on 30 September 2019.

3       It is undisputed that the services had been performed by the plaintiff and that the defendant
had paid the plaintiff fees up till 30 September 2019, which is the end of the tail period in the
Agreement.

4       In this OS, the plaintiff seeks a declaration that he is entitled to further payments beyond 30
September 2019, pursuant to Clause 4.2. This is estimated at eventually amounting to about US$1.5
million, although the plaintiff is not seeking an immediate payment of the specific sum in this
application. The plaintiff has also applied for an ancillary disclosure order.

Undisputed facts

5       The plaintiff provides business consultancy services to individuals and corporations. The
defendant is currently the sole shareholder of Shorai Holdings Inc (“Shorai”). Through Shorai, the
defendant beneficially owns ⅓ of the share capital of Portillo Holdings Corporation (“PH”) and Prime



Target Development Inc (“PT”) (collectively “the Companies”). The other ⅔ of the shares in the
Companies are owned by another two families in the defendant’s extended family. The Companies are
holding companies of a group of companies, which include entities incorporated in Hong Kong, India,

UAE and the British Virgin Islands (“the Watanmal Group”). [note: 1]

6       In 2011, the three families owning the Companies had disagreements and agreed to divest,
liquidate and monetise their interest in all assets of the Companies, as well as assets they shared an
interest in. However, in 2012, the other two families set up an operations committee and a sales
committee that excluded the defendant and sought to use their combined ⅔ shareholding majority to

exclude the defendant from the management and operation of the Companies. [note: 2]

7       The defendant engaged the plaintiff to provide services in relation to the operations of the
Companies and to monetise the defendant’s ⅓ interest in the Companies. They entered into the first
Tranzmute Agreement dated 29 March 2012, which was then superseded by the second Tranzmute

Agreement dated 14 June 2013 (collectively the “Tranzmute Agreements”). [note: 3] Tranzmute
Business Advisory LLP was an advisory firm the plaintiff was then conducting business under. The
second Tranzmute Agreement was terminated by Tranzmute Business Advisory LLP by notice, in a

letter dated 1 July 2016. [note: 4]

8       During that time, the defendant continued to be excluded from the management and
discussions on the sale of the assets of the Companies. The plaintiff and defendant entered into the
Letter of Engagement, dated 14 June 2013, where the plaintiff was engaged to: (a) act as the
defendant's alternate director on the board of the Companies; and (b) act as a member of the sales
committee constituted to oversee and implement the sale of the assets of the Companies (“the
Sale”). In return, the parties agreed that the plaintiff would be entitled to fees for his services, which
were to be computed and paid in accordance with Clause 4.2, which was subsequently amended and
superseded by the Addendum on 1 April 2017. All the relevant agreements in respect of the Sale were
executed on or about 15 December 2016 and all the monies in respect of the Sale were received by

the various Watanmal Group companies by May 2017. [note: 5]

9       Clause 4.2, as amended by the Addendum, is the clause that governs the plaintiff’s entitlement

to fees, and interpretation of which is the primary subject of this OS. It reads: [note: 6]

4.2    Fees for such services will be computed and paid on the basis of

a.    1% (One percent) of the value realized by Ishan [the defendant] upto [sic] US$20
million

b.    15% (Fifteen percent) of the value realized by Ishan in excess of US$20 million

For the purposes of this letter, "value realized by Ishan" will be value or amounts received by
Ishan from the Companies [ie, PH and PT] or Shorai Holdings Inc., or any other holder of the
shares currently held by Shorai Holdings Inc., in any form whatsoever commencing from the date
of this Addendum, including but not limited to sales proceeds form [sic] the sale of the assets of
the Companies, dividends, royalties, non-compete fees or any similar such payments / fees that

are linked to or arise from Ishan's ownership of 1/3rd share of the Companies. However, for the
avoidance of doubt, this will not include any monthly dividends (US$25,000) received by Ishan
and will not be counted as "value realized by Ishan". These fees will be paid immediately upon
Ishan receiving the monies described above. For the purposes of this paragraph, besides value



realized by Ishan from the Companies, the following assets / receivables will be counted as 'value
realized by Ishan' upon receipt by Ishan or by his immediate family or entities owned or for the
benefit of Ishan or his immediate family:

a.    Sale proceeds from the sale of Ishan’s 1/3rd share or the acquisition by Ishan of the

remaining 2/3rd share in the Pune Bungalow (located at Pot No. 365 Sindh Society, Aundh,
Pune) For the purposes of calculation of my fees, in either of the abovementioned situations,

the “value realized by Ishan” shall be the transacted value of Ishan’s 1/3rd beneficial share in
the Pune Bungalow…

10     Clauses 3 and 4.4 of the Letter of Engagement relate to the termination date of the Agreement
and the survival of Clause 4 of the Letter of Engagement for a period of 2 years thereafter. They

state [note: 7] :

3.    Term and termination

3.1    The terms of the Alternative Director and the membership of the Sales Committee shall
commence form [sic] the date of such appointment by the Companies and end on 30 September
2017

3.2    In any event, this agreement –may be terminated, without case, by either party by
providing 3 months notice in writing. In the event this agreement is terminated other than
through a voluntary termination by me [ie, the plaintiff], clause 4 and 5 of this agreement will
survive the termination of this agreement for a period of 2 years. The termination date has been
agreed to be 30 September 2017

4.    Fees

…

4.4    This clause 4 will survive the termination of this agreement for a period of 2 years except if
the agreement is voluntarily terminated by me [ie, the plaintiff] in which case clause 4 is
terminated with immediate effect.

The parties’ case

The interpretation of the text of Clause 4.2

11     The crux of the dispute is the interpretation of Clause 4.2. The plaintiff’s case is that he is
entitled to payment when the Sale has been completed prior to the termination of the Agreement,
although actual payment only needs to be made when the defendant receives the monies.

12     The plaintiff submitted that “value” in the phrase “value or amounts received by Ishan” in

Clause 4.2 must connote something broader than “amounts”: [note: 8]

(a)     While “amounts” means cash or monies, “value” can be “in any form whatsoever”.

(b)     This is supported by the non-exhaustive list of examples in Clause 4.2 of “value” received,
which includes “sales [sic] proceeds from the sale of the assets of the Companies, dividends,
royalties, non-compete fees or any such payments/fees …” While dividends, for instance, involve



monies paid to the defendant, sale proceeds do not, as sale proceeds arising from the Sale are
paid to the Companies.

(c)     This shows that “value” received by the defendant under Clause 4.2 includes the
Companies’ receipt of sale proceeds from the Sale, even though such monies did not flow directly
to the defendant.

13     While Clause 4.2 also states that “(t)hese fees will be paid immediately upon Ishan receiving
the monies described above”, the plaintiff’s interpretation of this is that the payment of fees, which is
predicated on monies received by the defendant, is distinct from entitlement to fees, which is

predicated on value realised. [note: 9] In addition, the plaintiff’s position is that the fees that are
payable to him under Clause 4.2 would take into account the expenses incurred in relation to the Sale
and other operating costs of the Companies, as well as the interest that the Watanmal Group may

have earned during the tail period. [note: 10] During oral submissions, counsel for the plaintiff put his
case as that the plaintiff is entitled in principle to be paid 15% of the amount that is received by the
defendant.

14     The plaintiff referred to the example at Clause 4.2(a.) of the Agreement to support his
interpretation. There, “value realized” by Ishan is defined to also include:

a.    Sale proceeds from the sale of Ishan’s 1/3rd share or the acquisition by Ishan of the

remaining 2/3rd share in the Pune Bungalow … in either of the abovementioned situations, the

‘value realized by Ishan’ shall be the transacted value of Ishan’s 1/3rd beneficial share in the Pune
Bungalow.

15     This means that even if the defendant were to buy the other ⅔ share in the Pune Bungalow,
that is even if the defendant did not receive monies for his ⅓ share in Pune Bungalow, the defendant
would still have to pay monies to the plaintiff for the ⅓ share. The plaintiff submitted that this

reinforces the point that “value realized” is broader than “value received”. [note: 11]

16     The defendant’s case is that his payment obligation only arises upon the actual receipt of
monies by the defendant from the Companies or Shorai. The defendant pointed out that in Clause 4.2,
“value realized” means “value received” by the defendant. A literal reading of Clause 4.2 means that
the defendant is only obliged to pay the plaintiff upon receipt of the monies from the Companies. The

literal meaning of “receipt” means that the defendant must take possession of the monies. [note: 12]

The defendant has no obligation to pay the plaintiff if the actual receipt of monies took place after
the expiry of the two-year tail period. Thus, even if no dividends were declared at all until after the
expiry of the two-year tail period, there would be no payment to the plaintiff. This is because the
service provided by the plaintiff was to monetise the assets for the defendant. If the monies stayed
in the Companies and did not flow directly to the defendant, the defendant’s position would not be
improved.

Commercial context of the Agreement

17     The plaintiff submitted that the commercial context supported his interpretation. Parties to the
Agreement knew that the proceeds of such Sale would not be paid directly to the defendant, as the
sellers were the operating subsidiaries. The plaintiff was also aware that the defendant had no control
as to when dividends from his shareholding would be made. It is therefore consistent with the
commercial context that payment obligations would be triggered upon the completion of the Sale and



the receipt of the Sale proceeds by the relevant companies. At that point, value would have been

realised by the defendant qua shareholder, even if actual distributions would take place later.  [note:

13]

18     The defendant’s view on the commercial context differed. The objective, as the defendant saw
it, was to liquidate and monetise the defendant’s ⅓ interest in the Companies. This means actual
receipt of monies by the defendant. Further, the plaintiff had always known that the defendant had
no control over the Companies and over any receipt of monies, and that any “value realized”
depended on the declaration of dividends by the board of directors of the Companies, or actual
payment from the Companies to the defendant. This is consistent with the defendant’s conduct, as
the defendant had only paid the plaintiff’s fees upon actual receipt of monies from the Companies.
[note: 14]

19     The defendant stated that not all the amounts that currently rest in the Companies may be
eventually realized and received by him. The Companies and their subsidiaries incur liabilities and other
expenses in the jurisdictions where they operate. These costs would be deducted from the cash
balance received by the subsidiaries of the Companies from the Sale. While the Sale has been
completed since sometime around 2017, the defendant has not received all of the Sale proceeds.
[note: 15]

The two-year tail period in Clause 4.4

20     The defendant submitted that the two-year tail period in Clause 4.4 of the Letter of
Engagement (“Clause 4.4”) supports his interpretation of Clause 4.2. His position is that Clause 4.4
contractually stipulated the final date on which the plaintiff would be legally entitled to fees arising
from the defendant’s receipt of monies from the Companies. If the court were to declare that the

plaintiff is entitled to further fees, it would indefinitely extend the tail period. [note: 16]

21     The plaintiff submitted that Clause 4.4 is not meant to extinguish the plaintiff’s entitlement to
fees for services rendered. The nature of the Sale involved large assets. There could be a lag time
between the plaintiff’s services to effect the Sale, the completion of the transaction, and the receipt
of the Sale proceeds. Hence, a two-year tail period was to entitle the plaintiff to payment for his
services where the Sale came to fruition within two years after the termination of the Agreement. If
the Sale only took place two years after the termination of the Agreement, it would not be

attributable to the plaintiff’s services and he would not receive payment. [note: 17]

The relevance of the two Tranzmute Agreements

22     The defendant referred to the Tranzmute Agreements to support his interpretation. It is
undisputed that the Tranzmute Agreements have been superseded and there are no longer any

outstanding obligations under them. [note: 18] The Tranzmute Agreements both contained a similar
clause to Clause 4.2:

(a)     Clause 4.2 of the first Tranzmute Agreement provides that: [note: 19]

… Value Creation Fees will be computed on the basis of 3% of the value realized by the KLS
Family in any form whatsoever commencing after the date of this engagement letter,
including but not limited to, sale proceeds from sale of ownership in the Watanmal Group,
dividends, royalties, non-compete fees or any similar such payments/fees that are linked to



or arise from KLS Family’s ownership of 1/3rd share of the Watanmal Group. In any event, the
value realized by the KLS Family will be the present value of any deferred payments that may
be receivable by them. For the purposes of this paragraph, value realized by the immediate
family members of KLS, or by any of the entities under the Custodianship of KLS or the KLS
Family will be considered to be value received by the KLS Family.

(b)     Clause 4.2 of the second Tranzmute Agreement provides that:

…Value Creation Fees will be computed on the basis of 3% of the value, up to a maximum of
US$57.5 Million, realized by the KLS Family, in any form whatsoever commencing after the
date of this engagement letter, including and not limited to, sale proceeds from sale of
ownership in the Watanmal Group, dividends, royalties, non-compete fees or any similar such
payments/fees that are linked to or arise from KLS Family’s ownership of 1/3rd share of the
Watanmal Group. However, for the removal of doubt, this will not include the monthly
dividends (of US$ 25,000) received by the KLS Family and will not be counted as “value
realized” by the KLS Family. For the purposes of this paragraph, value realized by the
immediate family members of KLS, or by any of the entities under the Custodianship of KLS or
the KLS Family will be considered to be value received by the KLS Family.

23     The defendant submitted that the two prior Tranzmute Agreements confirm his interpretation
that “value realized” is identical to “value received”. In both Tranzmute Agreements, “value realized”
is defined as “value received”.

24     The plaintiff submitted that the Tranzmute Agreements are not relevant, since they have been
superseded. In any event, they support his interpretation that “value realized” is not synonymous
with “value received”. In the first Tranzmute Agreement, “value realized” is “value of any deferred
payment that may be receivable by [the KLS family]”. In the second Tranzmute Agreement, Clause 5
states that “this engagement will commence from the date of this letter and until the receipt, by the
KLS Family, of its share of the monies realized by the Companies through the sale of the business and
operating assets of the Watanmal Group…”, which again shows that “realized” differs from “receipt”.
[note: 20]

My decision

Principles of contractual interpretation

25     The relevant principles on contractual interpretation are undisputed. The Court of Appeal in
Leiman, Ricardo and another v Noble Resources Ltd and another [2020] 2 SLR 386 (“Leiman v Noble
Resources Ltd”) stated at [59]:

(a)    The starting point is that the court looks to the text that the parties have used: Lucky
Realty Co Pte Ltd v HSBC Trustee (Singapore) Ltd [2016] 1 SLR 1069 at [2].

(b)    The court may have regard to the relevant context as long as the relevant contextual
points are clear, obvious and known to both parties: Zurich Insurance (Singapore) Pte Ltd v B-
Gold Interior Design & Construction Pte Ltd [2008] 3 SLR(R) 1029 at [125], [128] and [129].

(c)    The court has regard to the relevant context because it then places itself in “the best
possible position to ascertain the parties’ objective intentions by interpreting the expressions
used by the parties in the [contract] in their proper context”: Sembcorp Marine Ltd v PPL
Holdings Pte Ltd and another and another appeal [2013] 4 SLR 193 at [72].



(d)    In general, the meaning ascribed to the terms of the contract must be one which the
expressions used by the parties can reasonably bear: Yap Son On v Ding Pei Zhen [2017] 1 SLR
219 at [31].

26     The Court of Appeal in Leiman v Noble Resources Ltd further stated at [60] that due
consideration should be given to the “commercial purpose of the transaction or provision, and …why a
particular obligation was undertaken”.

27     In addition, the High Court has held that it would generally be admissible to look at prior
contracts as part of the circumstances surrounding a later contract, though a cautious and sceptical
approach should be taken to finding assistance in the earlier contract given that the latter contract
has superseded the earlier: see Standard Chartered Bank v Neocorp International Ltd [2005] 2 SLR(R)
345 (“Standard Chartered v Neocorp International”) at [42].

The text of Clause 4.2

28     In my judgment, the key to the interpretation of Clause 4.2 in this dispute lies in the following
phrases of Clause 4.2 set out in bold:

… For the purposes of this letter, ‘value realized by Ishan’ will be value or amounts received by
Ishan from the Companies [ie, PH and PT] or Shorai Holdings Inc., or any other holder of the
shares currently held by Shorai Holdings Inc., in any form whatsoever commencing from the
date of this Addendum, including but not limited to sales proceeds form [sic] the sale of the
assets of the Companies , dividends, royalties, non-compete fees or any similar such payments
/ fees that are linked to or arise from Ishan's ownership of 1/3rd share of the Companies…

[emphasis added]

29     On a literal reading of these phrases of Clause 4.2, the value received by Ishan (the defendant)
from the Companies, in any form whatsoever, includes the sale proceeds from the sale of assets of
the Companies. Such sale proceeds would inevitably be paid to the Companies rather than to the
defendant directly. In other words, under Clause 4.2, value received was not limited to cash amounts
received by the defendant.

30     The defendant’s response to this was that these phrases of Clause 4.2 must be still read as
requiring amounts to be received by the defendant. However, if the defendant’s interpretation — that
value is received by Ishan only when monies are received by Ishan — is accepted, that would mean
that this specific part of Clause 4.2 would never be activated. In other words, the defendant’s
interpretation would render this portion of Clause 4.2 meaningless. The plain reading of Clause 4.2
therefore supports the plaintiff’s case. It indicates that the plaintiff’s entitlement in principle to
payment arose when the Sale was effected. This entitlement in principle would be to payment based
on the percentage rates set out in Clause 4.2, of the amounts that would eventually be paid to the
defendant from the Sale.

Other clauses of the Agreement

31     Clause 4.2(a.) of the Agreement supports this reading. It refers to the sale or acquisition of the
Pune Bungalow by the defendant and sets out a specific situation where “value” is defined to be
“received” by the defendant, even though he does not actually receive monies. Clause 4.2(a.) is set
out as an example of “assets” that will be counted as “value realized by Ishan”, besides “value
realized by Ishan from the Companies”. The list of examples in Clause 4.2 clarifies the scope of what



assets are considered as “value realized by Ishan”. There is no language indicating that it is provided
as an exception to a Clause 4.2 that is based on the defendant’s interpretation, of “value realized”
being synonymous with “value received” by the defendant. Instead, the framing and siting of this
example within Clause 4.2 reinforces the plaintiff’s case that “value realized” is broader than “value
received”, and that “value realized” is not limited to monies received directly by the defendant.

32     The defendant’s response to this was to refer to Clause 4.4, as stated above at [20],
submitting that the purpose of the tail period was to contractually stipulate the final date on which
the plaintiff would be legally entitled to fees arising from the defendant’s receipt of monies from the
Companies. Thus, if it is declared that the plaintiff is entitled to further fees to be paid after 30
September 2019, this would effectively extend the tail period for an indefinite time.

33     The plaintiff explained, as stated above at [21], that in transactions involving the sale of large
assets, there can be a lag time between the provision of services by the plaintiff and the completion
of the transaction and receipt of the Sale proceeds. The intent of the two-year tail period was to
allow the plaintiff payment for his services, should the plaintiff’s services result in a sale that only
came to fruition after the Termination Date, but within the tail period of two years. However, if more
than two years had elapsed from the termination of the plaintiff's engagement before a sale was
completed, then the parties recognised that such sale would not be attributable to the plaintiff's
services and therefore, the plaintiff would not be entitled to fees for such sale. The plaintiff submitted
that contrary to the defendant’s submission, there is no perpetual entitlement to fees under Clause
4.4, since if the defendant does not receive monies from the Companies, the plaintiff would not
collect.

34     I find that the plaintiff’s explanation is consonant with the plain reading of Clause 4.4. Given
that the two-year tail period was included in the engagement letter, before the Sale was completed,
it is also aligned with the commercial context. It was acknowledged by counsel for the defendant that
on the defendant’s reading of Clause 4.4, there would not be any payment to the plaintiff, even if
services were fully rendered, as long as no payment was directly made to the defendant within the
two-year tail period. The defendant submits that this is because the service of the plaintiff was to
monetise the assets for the defendant. However, Clause 2 of the Agreement (“Clause 2”) sets out the
scope of work of the plaintiff, in terms of service as an Alternate Director and to serve on the Sales
Committee, and neither parties disputed that the plaintiff has fully rendered his services. The plaintiff
has also pointed out that value creation does not come solely from monetising assets, but also from
ensuring a good selling price for the assets. The defendant’s interpretation of Clause 4.4 would mean
that the plaintiff himself had inserted a clause on payment that could shut him out of receiving a
single cent of payment, despite having fully performed the services required. There would hardly be
any commercial purpose for the plaintiff to do so and agree to such.

35     The text of clause 4.4 read with the scope of work set out in Clause 2, as well as its
commercial purpose viewed objectively, support the plaintiff’s interpretation. Clause 4.4 therefore
does not contradict, but is consistent with the plain reading of Clause 4.2, which is that “value
received” by the defendant extends beyond just cash received by the defendant, and the plaintiff’s
entitlement in principle to payment arose upon the completion of the Sale and payment of the Sale
proceeds to the Companies.

Commercial context

36     The defendant drew reference to the Tranzmute Agreements as commercial context supporting
his interpretation of Clause 4.2, pointing out that the definition of “value realized” in the Tranzmute
Agreements are similarly worded to that in the Agreement, as “value received”.



37     The plaintiff submitted that the Tranzmute Agreements are irrelevant to this application since
they are different contracts and have been terminated. But even if they were considered, they
actually support the plaintiff’s case.

38     Given that the Tranzmute Agreements were superseded by the Agreement, I do not find them
to be of much assistance. As noted at [27] above, the court in Standard Chartered v Neocorp
International rightly pointed out that a cautious and sceptical approach should be taken to finding
assistance in the earlier contract, given that the latter contract has superseded the earlier. In any
event, even if the Tranzmute Agreements were considered, I find that a closer examination of them
supports the plaintiff’s case regarding the commercial context of the Agreement.

(a)     Clause 4.2 of the first Tranzmute Agreement defined value realized as “the present value
of any deferred payments that may be receivable by [KLS Family]”. It also stated that “value
realized by the immediate family members of KLS [ie, the defendant’s family], or by any of the
entities under the Custodianship of KLS or the KLS Family will be considered to be value received
by the KLS Family”. This reinforces the plaintiff’s case that “value” received by the defendant is
not synonymous with “amounts”, that is, cash received. “Value” includes payments that “may be
receivable”, not just payments that are actually received. In addition, “value realized” does not
require direct receipt by the KLS Family, so long as it is received by entities under the KLS Family.

(b)     Clause 5 of the second Tranzmute Agreement acknowledged the distinction between the
concepts of “realization” and “receipt” by stating that:

…this engagement will commence from the date of this letter and until the receipt, by the
KLS Family, of its share of the monies realized by the companies through the sale of the
business and operating assets of the Watanmal Group…

39     In light of the above analysis, I found that the payment obligation had arisen upon the
completion of the Sale. This interpretation of Clause 4.2 is supported by the plain meaning of the
text, as well as the commercial context of parties’ agreement. As such, the plaintiff is entitled to
payment at the rates provided for in Clause 4.2, upon the defendant receiving the monies from the
Companies.

Ancillary Disclosure

40     Besides the declaration, the plaintiff also sought an ancillary order under the second and third
prayers of the OS, framed as follows:

2.    An order that the Defendant discloses, within 3 working days of any resolution, notice or
declaration made by any entity within the Watanmal Group (including but not limited to Watanmal
Boolch and & Co Ltd) of an intention to distribute or pay any amounts, or declare any dividends in
respect of the Proceeds to the Defendant and/or Shorai, the details of the amounts to be
received and the expected date of such receipts of payment; and

3.    An order that the Defendant discloses within 7 working days of the date of this Order,
details of any amounts received under Clause 4.2 of the Letter of Engagement (read with the
Addendum) from 30 Sept 2019 to the date of the order to be made therein.

41     The plaintiff submitted that the court is empowered to make such an order using its inherent

jurisdiction to make effective the remedies that it grants. [note: 21] Assuming that this court is
empowered to make such an order under its inherent jurisdiction, there must be a need of sufficient



  

gravity for the court to invoke its inherent jurisdiction in such a manner. There must be reasonably
strong or compelling reasons to show why the court’s inherent jurisdiction should be invoked: see Wee
Soon Kim Anthony v Law Society of Singapore [2001] 2 SLR(R) 821 at [29]–[30].

42     The plaintiff acknowledged that such orders have been made only in the context of Mareva
injunctions, in the context of preventing a defendant from dissipating his assets and thus rendering

nugatory a judgment against him. [note: 22]

43     Here, no Mareva injunction has been filed against the defendant. It was also undisputed that
the defendant had been timely and upfront in making payments to the plaintiff. There is no evidence
of any concern relating to dissipation of assets, or any dishonesty on the part of the defendant such
that there is a need of such gravity to invoke the court’s inherent jurisdiction.

Conclusion

44     For the reasons given above, I give order in terms to the first prayer of OS 1281 of 2020, that
the plaintiff is entitled to fees for services rendered during the period between 14 June 2013 and 30
September 2017 (both dates inclusive) pursuant to Clause 4.2 of the Agreement, to be paid
immediately upon the defendant’s and/or Shorai’s receipt of any monies and/or proceeds as set out in
Clause 4.2. I make no order on the second and third prayers, but give liberty to apply.

45     I will hear parties on costs.

[note: 1] Affidavit of Ishan Anoop Sakraney (“Ishan’s Affidavit”) at [8]–[11].

[note: 2] Ishan’s Affidavit at [24].

[note: 3] Ishan’s Affidavit at [33]–[39].

[note: 4] Bundle of Cause Papers(“BCP”) at p 162.

[note: 5] Ishan’s Affidavit at [59].

[note: 6] BCP at pp 169–170.

[note: 7] BCP at pp 166–167.

[note: 8] Plaintiff’s Written Submissions at [37].

[note: 9] Plaintiff’s Written Submissions at [37]

[note: 10] 1st Affidavit of Ameet Nalin Parikh at [51].

[note: 11] Plaintiff’s Written Submissions at [37].



[note: 12] Defendant’s Written Submissions at [36]–[37].

[note: 13] Plaintiff’s Written Submissions at [39].

[note: 14] Defendant’s Written Submissions at [45].

[note: 15] Defendant’s Affidavit at [95]–[98].

[note: 16] Defendant’s Written Submissions at [47].

[note: 17] Plaintiff’s Written Submissions at [46].

[note: 18] Ishan’s Affidavit at [43].

[note: 19] BCP at p 151.

[note: 20] Plaintiff’s Written Submissions at [40].

[note: 21] Plaintiff’s Written Submissions at [50].

[note: 22] Plaintiff’s Written Submissions at [49].
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